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staysopen

It is the unexpected that makes a journey special. 
The feeling that something remarkable waits 
 behind every corner—the feeling of  surprise. When 
we travel, we’re curious. We explore unknown 
terrain—tentatively, excited, full of wonder. But 
in order for the magic of the unknown to take its 
course, we also need to get involved. To let go 
of our own expectations and embrace the flukes 
and fortunes of the unforeseen. That’s when our 
journey becomes an unforgettable experience, and 
we return home a different person
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EVELYN DRAGAN  47° 4' N, 10° 23' O

“I took this photo from the plane on the way to Italy.  
I always book a window seat because I really value the bird’s eye view.  

It allows me to see places that have remained untouched.”

Evelyn Dragan is a photographer from Frankfurt am Main. She works for various  
editorial and commercial customers and focuses on biographical reporting
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NURIA VAL  11° 0' N, 76° 58' O

“I was mesmerized by the flower market in Coimbatore in southern India:  
by the colours, the scents, and the fact that flowers have such a strong symbolic 

significance in Indian culture.” 

Nuria Val is a relentless globetrotter. She works as a photographer,  
model and creative director
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LUCY LAUCHT  24° 44' S, 130° 52' O

“This is an aerial photograph of Lake Amadeus, a large salt lake in Australia.  
The interplay of colours between the rusty red earth of the outback and the pink 

tones of the lake was simply incredible—a surreal view from above.”

Lucy Laucht is a travel, fashion and lifestyle photographer  
who commutes between New York and Great Britain
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MELISSA FINDLEY  OUTER SPACE

“I took this photo from Australia’s most famous sacred monolith,  
Uluru, at night. The photo reminds me how incredibly small we all are  

in comparison to the universe.”

Inspired by the beauty of the world, Melissa Findley tells intimate stories  
about the places she travels to and the people she meets
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The  
countdown 
has begun

Suzanna Randall has wanted to go to space ever since she was a child. Now the 
stars are finally within reach: In autumn 2020, she could be the first 
 German woman to travel to the International Space Station (ISS)

TEXT  Emily Bartels

PHOTOGRAPHY  Sima Dehgani
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3,2,1  It was on an average morning in 1989 when Suzanna 
Randall wished that she could travel to space for the first time. 
While sitting at the breakfast table, nine-year-old Suzanna saw a 
photo of Phobos, one of Mars’s moons, in her parents’ daily newspa-
per, the “Kölner Stadt-Anzeiger.” A Russian probe had transmitted 
the image back to Earth from 250 million kilometres away. Suzanna 
could only make out a pixelated lump of rock, a shapeless, grey po-
tato, floating in a black void. That’s when she had the realisation that 
she would never be able to shake off: A space probe had left Earth 
and had flown all the way to another planet. “We can leave Earth!”

Her fascination with space has never left her to this day. 
Alongside her job at the European Southern Observatory in Mu-
nich, the astrophysicist has been training to become an astronaut 
since February 2018. Her training is one part of something much 
bigger—the project “Astronautin” (meaning “female astronaut” in 
German), founded by the former aerospace manager, Claudia Kes-
sler. Claudia started the donation-funded project out of frustration 
that of the 632 people who have ever travelled to space, only 63 were 
women and not a single one of them was German. The project’s goal 
is to fly a woman to the ISS as a commercial astronaut for ten days. 
Legal documents have already been signed with the company Space 
X and their space shuttle, and German politicians and international 
companies have pledged their moral and financial support. But the 
mission is not yet in the bag: The next few months will tell if enough 
money has been raised. The flight to the ISS costs around 50 million 
euros, including the cost of the necessary training for the trip.

Following her life-changing encounter with Phobos, Su-
zanna plastered the walls of her childhood bedroom with pictures 
of space. She inhaled children’s books on the topic, drew maps of 
the stars and looked up to women like Sally Ride, the first female 
American astronaut, as her role models. “I was dreadful at phys-
ics though,” she says. Today, she understands that talent isn’t ev-
erything. “People are capable of much more than they think. That’s 
what I tell every school class,” she says. “I meet a lot of girls there 
who think they need to be complete nerds in order to study science.” 
Suzanna, a Cologne native with brown hair swept up into a pony-
tail, is the best example that that’s not true. She is on the verge of 
becoming the first German woman to go to space.

It’s true that female astronauts have not had an easy journey, al-
though there is no scientific evidence that women would be disad-
vantaged in space. On the contrary: In the cramped modules of the 
ISS, smaller-framed women like Suzanna Randall may even have it 
easier. Typically feminine qualities like multitasking and teamwork 
are in high demand at the ISS, a system of narrow, tube-shaped 
modules, 400 kilometres above Earth. “As a young woman, I never 
thought that inequality was the problem. I was lucky not to encoun-
ter any resistance in my immediate environment,” says the 39-year-
old. Among her friends, Suzanna Randall’s astronomy hobby was 
mostly considered uncool. Her parents—her mother German and 
her father British—worked as translators and didn’t know what to 
do with their daughter’s enthusiasm. “I was surrounded by people 
who were interested in everything but space flight and aeronautics. 
It really came from me alone,” says Suzanna. But eventually a new 
teacher succeeded in explaining the fundamental laws of physics 
with such clarity and fervour that Suzanna developed an interest 
in the subject. In her senior years of high school, her physics grades 
continued to improve—and studying astrophysics went from an im-
possible dream to the next logical step on her journey.

IGNITION  I actually have three jobs,” says Suzanna Randall, as 
she walks up the ramp towards the Supernova. That’s the name of 
the museum at the ESO in Munich. The building, which opened in 
2018, is hung with gigantic boards lit up with thousands upon thou-
sands of stars. Visitors can take apart and examine telescopes and 
read about the history of space exploration throughout the muse-
um’s exhibits. The astrophysicist works next door, in a slightly less 
spectacular building. Her primary job is to attend to the Alma space 
telescope in Chile. Alma collects data in the millimetre waveband. 
It makes areas of space visible that cannot be seen with the human 
eye. Researchers around the world use information from Alma in 
their research. Suzanna Randall is also researching the pulsating 
radiation of subdwarf stars. It sounds complicated, but she talks 
about space so passionately and vividly that any listener instant-
ly becomes hooked. “The unknown fascinates me,” she says. “That’s 
what’s so great about research. It never ends: Every discovery leads 
to new questions.” Alma has revolutionised the way that 

THE RESEARCH NEVER ENDS: EVERY DISCOVERY LEADS TO NEW QUESTIONS

“People are capable  
of much more than 
they think,” says 
Suzanna Randall

Suzanna Randall
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 astrophysicists work with telescopes. In the past, researchers often 
only saw unidentifiable dots in certain areas, but Alma now shows 
them patterns and spirals and other unknown things throughout 
the universe. “We have made new observations, and in some ways, 
understand less than we did before,” says Suzanna. In moments like 
these, scientists like her don’t lose heart and give up, but venture 
deeper into the unknown like a brave sailor in an uncharted ocean. 
This attitude almost certainly helps in her second job: training to 
become an astronaut.

To allow her to do this, the ESO has reduced her hours by 
up to half. Currently, she is cramming aerospace vocabulary, memo
rising protocols for emergency situations and scientific experiments,  
and studying the electronic circuits of the ISS. She also has to un
dertake intensive physical training: On parabolic flights, she is 
subjected to double gravity in order to then float weightlessly for 
22 seconds. She has successfully received her pilot’s licence and 
has also been submerged in a diving pool in Marseilles, where she 
learned to screw metal parts together in a mock spacesuit. Suzanna 
Randall loves these high speeds and dizzying heights. Her hobbies: 
Climbing and paragliding in the Munich countryside. 

LIFT OFF  At public engagements, Suzanna Randall wears an 
astronaut’s uniform, a kind of boilersuit with the mission’s badge 
on her chest. She has many such engagements in her calendar. After 
all, the project won’t advertise itself. The more support the “astro
naut” can drum up, the more likely it is that the project will receive 
the goahead: thanks to companies who will give her research as
signments on the ISS, brands who want their logo featured in the 
media coverage, and politicians and organisations who are working 

for women’s equality. “I am experiencing a lot of new things through 
this work with the media and I intend to enjoy them as much as 
possible,” says  Suzanna Randall. Her role as a Mysterious Woman 
for Marc Cain is one of them. The campaign promotes successful 
women who are pioneers in their field. For the fashion shoot at the 
Supernova,  Suzanna swapped the boilersuit for a dark blue jump
suit. “Marc Cain presents us as modern women, which I really like,” 
she says. In media coverage about the astronaut, there is often talk 
of “ Germany’s Next Top Astronaut” and “Miss ISS”—these beauty 
pageant terms contradict the example that Suzanna Randall and 
her team of astronauts want to set for young women. “Mysterious 
Women specifically celebrates our achievements,” she says.

Insa ThieleEich, the daughter of German astronaut Gerhard 
Thiele, who orbited the Earth for eleven days on the space shuttle 
Endeavour in 2000, is also fighting for recognition and support. She 
too has the chance to fly to the ISS at the end of 2020. The bottom 
line: Only one of the two women will be selected for the mission by 
a jury of space flight experts. The pair are the two finalists chosen 
from the 400 candidates who applied for the training programme at 
Claudia Kessler’s initiative. They are going through the same train
ing programme as governmentfunded astronauts like Alexander 
Gerst. The decision of which woman will take the sixhour flight to 
the ISS will be made only a few weeks before the mission actually 
starts. Both will continue to train until the last minute. In case one 
of them is injured or has to pull out for other reasons, the other will 
be ready to jump in at a moment’s notice. They don’t see each other 
as rivals, says Suzanna Randall. “Of course, I will be sad if I am not 
selected. But it would be much worse for me if the entire project 
failed as a whole.”
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 PROFILE
The astrophysicist Dr. Suzanna Randall was born in Cologne in 1979, the 
daughter of a German mother and British father. She studied astronomy  
in London and completed a doctorate in astrophysics in Montreal, Canada.  
The scientist has lived on three continents, loves paragliding, mountain  
climbing and diving, plays piano and sings in a choir.

During the photoshoot, Suzanna Randall wore: 
Jumpsuit  NC 29.04 J62 col. 395 Ankle boots  NB SB.09 L30 col. 100
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400 candidates 
applied to train as an 
astronaut. Suzanna  
is one of the finalists
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Modern nomadsPHOTOGRAPHY  Andra PRODUCTION  Judith Gerstbrein

Dress  NA 21.07 J01 col. 235 Hat  NC H1.03 Z18 col. 624 Sandals  NB SG.26 L39 col. 100 

“Never travel with someone you don’t love”, 
 Ernest Hemingway once recommended. Or  without 
the perfect holiday outfit, we would add.  Casual 
pants, enchanting dresses, laid-back blouses—in 
short: real favourites for travelling in the best of company
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THIS PAGE: Jacket  NS 31.60 W50 col. 508 Shorts  NC 83.02 W60 col. 436 

RIGHT-HAND PAGE: Blouse  NS 51.17 W89 col. 110 Pants  NC 81.58 W60 col. 624 Cap  NS H2.03 Z15 col. 900 

Wedges  NB SQ.05 L33 col. 636 Bucket bag  NB T8.01 W06 col. 900
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Dress  NS 21.22 W40 col. 134 Blouse  NC 51.26 W53 col. 136 Pants  NA 81.15 W21 col. 422 Sandals  NB SG.06 L29 col. 455
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THIS PAGE: Dress  NC 21.60 W30 col. 363 Scarf  NC B4.11 Z23 col. 363 Espadrilles  NB SI.01 W09 col. 434 
RIGHT-HAND PAGE: Jumpsuit  NC 29.04 J62 col. 395 Polo shirt  NS 53.04 J19 col. 305 Sneakers  NB SH.16 L38 col. 100 Satchel bag  NB TJ.08 W03 col. 900
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THIS PAGE: Jacket  NS 31.58 M14 col. 402 Top  NC 61.17 M43 col. 552 Shorts  NS 83.03 J53 col. 402 Sneakers  NB SH.16 L38 col. 327

LEFT-HAND PAGE: Blouse  NC 51.28 W53 col. 100 Pants  NS 81.28 D11 col. 350 Belt  NS G1.06 L84 col. 190 Sandals  NB SG.05 L25 col. 364
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Frequent 

This just in: travel lightly. Travel in style. With a statement blazer and matching 
basics, cabin baggage is all you need. Now boarding: comfortable cuts, 
 stylish accessories and  coordinated colour accents

TEXT  Judith Gerstbrein PHOTOGRAPHY  Kröger-Gross

traveller
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Blazer  NC 34.28 W69 col. 110 

1 T-shirt  NS 48.20 J64 col. 100 2 Jacket  NA 31.17 M13 col. 555 3 Hat  NC H1.03 Z18 col. 110 

4 Pants  NC 81.54 J62 col. 395 5 Shoulder bag  NB TI.14 W14 col. 371 6 Wedges  NB SQ.04 J20 col. 270

7 Sneakers  NB SH.16 L38 col. 327 8 Jeans  NS 82.08 D12 col. 350 9 Dress  NS 21.30 W42 col. 232

1 2 3

4 5

7 8 9

CASUAL FOR THE CITY

COMFORT FOR THE FLIGHT POSH FOR DINNER

Clever coordination
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Unshakeable 
determination

 THE SUCCESSOR 
The British woman, Elise 
Wortley, was 16 years old 
when she read Alexandra 
David-Néel’s 1927 book 
“My Journey Through 
Heaven and Hell: The 
Adventure of my Life.” 
Twelve years later, she 
decided to hike 174 kilometres through the Hi-
malayas in the footsteps of the French explorer. 
Elise Wortley wore the same clothing and car-
ried the same equipment as her historical role 
model of the 1920s: a yak wool coat, woollen 
blankets and a wooden backpack she made out 
of a chair. Along with two female travel com-
panions, a mountain guide and camerawoman, 
she started her journey in Lachen, a mountain-
ous northern Indian village located 2,750 me-
tres above sea level. On the following pages: 
Excerpts from her travel diary.

THE ROLE MODEL  
Frenchwoman Alexandra  
David-Néel (1868 – 1969) 
was one of the greatest 
early explorers, an uncon-
ventional woman who  
wasn’t preoccupied with 
barriers and who con-
tinued to renew her 

passport until the age of 100. The opera singer, 
feminist, and Buddhist theorist was the first 
European woman to set foot in the Tibetan 
capital of Lhasa, a city that was then forbidden 
to foreigners, in order to meet the Dalai Lama.  
She learned Tibetan and, at the age of 55, made 
her way from India into the highlands of Tibet 
on foot, disguised as a travelling beggar with 
fake plaits made of black yak hair. 

Two women—one dream: In 1924, Alexandra David-Néel became the first  Western 
woman to visit Tibet. Her adventure inspired Elise Wortley to follow in the  
legendary female explorer’s footsteps

26  THE TRAVELLING WOMAN
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 21/11/2017
I was supposed to have one last shower before 
we left this morning, but it was so cold I couldn’t 
take my clothes off. It was time to put on my 1920s 
outfit: the bra and pants, followed by itchy woollen 
undergarments and a cotton dress. Finally, I threw 
on my yak wool coat and homemade wooden 
backpack. I felt embarrassed. What would people 
think? Would I really make it in these clothes? I 
tried to ignore my feelings, remembering why I was 
here. We were about to set off towards Alexandra’s 
famous cave, where she spent nearly two years 
meditating alone.

 24/11/2017
The last few nights have reached -10 degrees and 
I’ve barely slept. Each morning, I wait for the sun to 
come up before I move, my body slowly warming 
as it rises. Yesterday, we finally made it to the cave. 
The cave is high on a mountainside, and to reach 
it, we needed to climb another 500 metres along 
a small path, taking us to 4,500 metres. It was a 
difficult climb. Our heads were throbbing from the 
altitude and my backpack was weighing down  
on my shoulders. But we were determined and 
managed to drag ourselves to the cave. 

O1  2O2O
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I sat in the small cavern and imagined Alexandra 
here, in the very same spot, 100 years earlier. In 
my haze of altitude sickness and lack of sleep,  
I felt closer to Alexandra than ever. I was starting 
to understand her world a little more each day.

 29/11/2017
The last few days have been lower altitudes and 
easier walking up through the Chopta Valley, 
towards Mt. Kangchenjunga, the third-highest peak 
in the world at 8,586 metres. It’s here that we can 
see the same mountain views towards Tibet that 
Alexandra saw all those years ago. As we slowly 
climb, the paths become rockier and, due to lack of 
grip, my old-style boots have been slipping. 

 01/12/2017
I’m so fed up with my backpack. It’s hurting my 
back, throwing me off balance, and every time 
I bend over, everything falls out of the basket. 
So frustrating! We stayed in some abandoned 
houses last night, in the middle of the valley. 
One had a working fireplace, so we made a fire 
and slept in the warmth. 

 05/12/2017
The walking has intensified over the last few days, 
as we slowly edge nearer to Mt. Kangchenjunga. 
This morning we passed a lady chopping wood 
who invited us to her house for traditional Tibetan 
tea with buttermilk and salt. Households here 
always seem to have tea ready to go on the stove. 

 08/12/2017
It’s incredibly isolated up here, but every so often, 
we come across an army camp. Sikkim is bordered 
by three countries, China, Bhutan and Nepal, so  
security here is tight. Filming is forbidden, but the 
army doesn’t seem too bothered. We all had a photo  
yesterday before being invited into the barracks 
for tea with the army chief! He said it was lovely to 
have us, since he doesn’t get many visitors up here.

THE TRAVELLING WOMAN
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 THE NEXT ADVENTURE
After her life-changing journey in the Himalayas,  
Elise Wortley chose the pioneer Nan Shepherd as her 
next role model for 2019. In strong winds and stormy 
weather, she hiked across the Cairngorms—a mountain 
range in northeast Scotland. Visit her website to find out 
where the next adventure will take her.

 INSTAGRAM
@WOMAN_WITH_ALTITUDE

Only days later, while sitting in a cosy tea shop 
in Darjeeling, did I have time to properly reflect 
on our journey. My journey into Alexandra’s 
world let me get as close as possible to this trail-
blazing woman. There are still a few aspects of 
her journey that I don’t understand—for in-
stance, how she could sleep in such unbearable 
cold for so long. But through her, I learned that I 
can achieve things I never would have thought 
possible. I returned to London with even more 
respect for this incredible woman, a new-found 
self-confidence and the conviction that this 
was only the beginning for me.

Alexandra inspired me to search for oth-
er historical female pioneers, and I found many 
whose achievements are still largely unknown. 
There are many ways we could benefit from 
their experiences. I will continue to follow in 
their footsteps, tell their stories and make sure 
their voices are heard.

 11/12/2017
The higher we go, the colder it gets, and the tough-
er the walking becomes. We are around 5,000 m 
above sea level now, and it was -15 degrees last 
night, almost too cold to bear. We are currently 
walking up past the Zemu Glacier, the last push 
before the Mt. Kangchenjunga base camp. The gla-
cier creaks as we pass it, and I feel like I’m walking 
as slowly as it’s moving. With the turning weather,  
it feels like a race against time to get to base camp. 

 12/12/2017
Exhausted, we finally reached base camp, but as 
the snow began to fall we only had a few minutes 
to savour the moment. We rushed back down to 
the tents before nightfall, making it hard to fully 
appreciate what we had achieved—174 kilometres 
in the footsteps of a legend. 

O1  2O2O
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The polo shirt with a twist: The collar is the distinguishing feature of our 
time.  Complemented with dropped sleeves, wide-ribbed knit and bright neon 
 accents, this classic feature has arrived in the contemporary era. The quality  
emblazoned on the outside of this polo shirt is also present in its material  

TEXT  Judith GerstbreinSimply
30  THE TRAVELLING WOMAN
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PHOTOGRAPHY  Andra

Polo shirt  NS 53.01 M28 col. 110

composition: The thread—up to 100 percent recycled—is sustainably sourced 
from excess materials in contemporary Italian factories. It is reprocessed to new 

splendour, without compromising on smoothness, fit or comfort.
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Take me to

the rhythmCOLLECTION  Marc Cain Sports

Be a source of energy.  
And show it. Liquid optics 
and fluorescent colours 
imbue these fabrics with 
 a sense of movement.  
Asymmetrical cuts make 
the eye dance. New looks 
with a unique rhythm: 
bursting with vitality
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THIS PAGE AND LEFT PAGE: 
Blazer  NS 34.14 D11 col. 350 

Blouse  NS 51.19 W49 col. 402 

Pants  NS 81.28 D11 col. 350 

Sneakers  NB SH.17 J17 col. 333
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THIS PAGE: 
Dress  NS 21.32 M28 col. 305  

Jacket  NS 31.45 J53 col. 110

Sneakers  NB SH.17 J17 col. 333 

Hobo bag  NB TK.01 W04 col. 100

LEFT-HAND PAGE: 
Dress  NS 21.21 W37 col. 402 

Sandals  NB SG.11 J14 col. 533  

Satchel bag  NB TJ.08 W03 col. 425
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THIS PAGE AND LEFT PAGE: 
Blazer  NS 34.16 W47 col. 134

T-shirt  NS 48.48 J05 col. 508 

Shorts  NS 83.05 W47 col. 134

Sandals  NB SG.26 L39 col. 100   

Hobo bag  NB TK.01 W04 col.100  
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THIS PAGE: 
Blazer  NS 34.02 W45 col. 232

T-shirt  NS 48.20 J64 col. 100

Shorts  NS 83.04 W46 col. 110

Sneakers  NB SH.17 J18 col. 624

LEFT-HAND PAGE: 
Blazer  NS 34.08 J72 col. 190

T-shirt  NS 48.64 J79 col. 100

Skirt  NS 71.39 W42 col. 232

Sneakers  NB SH.16 L38 col. 100 
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THIS PAGE AND RIGHT PAGE: 
Dress  NS 21.22 W40 col. 134 

Jacket  NS 31.60 W50 col. 508

Pants  NS 81.33 W46 col. 134

Sandals  NB SG.55 W08 col. 800 

Shopper bag  NB T6.12 Z03 col. 429 
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Make it pop! Stand out this summer with three trends 
at once: petrol, a double-breasted pantsuit and 
monochrome colour play

Hero
/

Look
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Blazer   NC 34.29 W47 col. 552 T-shirt   NS 48.58 J66 col. 100 Shoulder bag   NB T8.01 W07 col. 100 

Sneakers   NB SH.16 L38 col. 100 Pants   NC 81.49 W47 col. 552

C
oolness sets the scene: this vivid

two-piece looks super laid-back with sporty accessorieslike this bucket bag and these leather shoes
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She ventured out to explore an unknown world under the ice pack of       Greenland. In this interview, Anna von Boetticher, a free diver from Berlin, reveals 
what she found there, how she survived the icy cold and how the journey changed her

DESCENT 

INTERVIEW  Viktoria Beidinger
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She ventured out to explore an unknown world under the ice pack of       Greenland. In this interview, Anna von Boetticher, a free diver from Berlin, reveals 
what she found there, how she survived the icy cold and how the journey changed her

SILENCE

into 

Anna von Boetticher
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 PROFILE
Anna von Boetticher was born in  
Munich in 1970. After studying  
art history in London, she worked  
in a gallery before moving to Berlin  
in 2001. She discovered free diving 
by chance in 2007—and is now  
Germany’s most successful athlete  
in this discipline. In 2011, she set  
a world record with her trainer,  
Andrea Zuccari, by diving to a  
depth of 125 metres.

Most people avoid the cold. Wrap themselves up in blankets and hunker down 
in front of the fireplace. You recently went diving in the icy waters of Green-
land. What inspired you to do so?

Anna von Boetticher  I grew up in a little village in Bavaria that had a 
view of the Alps, just south of Munich. I still remember the heavy snow-
falls of my childhood. The magical transformation of everything turning 
white overnight fascinated me. I’ve also always yearned to explore, ever 
since I was small—I absolutely devoured Jack London’s adventure novels. 
And when it comes to exploring, the cold regions are as exciting as it gets. 
You really have to fight to explore them fully. Everyone loves a white 
sandy beach with palm trees—as do I. But for a harsh environment, you 
need the willpower to discover beauty in the midst of hostility. 

In the spring of 2019, you travelled to Tasiilaq, a town of 2,000 inhabitants in 
eastern Greenland that is cut off from the rest of the world by ice for about six 
months every year and is only accessible by helicopter. Did you travel alone?

A. v. B.  No, that would have been too dangerous. There is a very 
small travel agency, Northern Explorers, that normally only takes  people 
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on diving expeditions who dive with an oxygen tank. Nevertheless, 
I asked if I could come along as a free diver, and they said, “no problem.” 
That’s how I ended up with five other divers in a little wooden house 
in Tasiilaq. 

How cold was it?
A. v. B.  It was -10 degrees when we arrived and there was no 
wind—so relatively easy to manage. But the second week we were there, 
the weather turned and we had -27 degrees with wind chill. The water, 
however, was only -3 degrees. When I came up to the surface to breathe, 
the water would partially freeze on my face.

How did you get into the water?
A. v. B.  Every morning at eight, we took a sledge out onto the ice  
in order to look for a diving site. When we found a place where the  
ice was thin enough, we sawed out a triangular hole. We do this be-
cause geometric shapes rarely occur in nature. This makes our entry and  
exit hole much easier to recognise underwater and allows for a much 
faster exit. 

What is it like to get into the water in the first place?
A. v. B.  When I dove through the black triangle for the first time it 
was like jumping through a portal into another universe. I entered this 
extraordinary world of black and white, light and shadow. Completely 
monochrome, very minimal, and yet so strange and unique. Some ice-
bergs have a blue shimmer, which indicates that they contain very old ice 
from which air bubbles have been pressed out under decades of constant 
pressure. On sunny days, you could even see this phenomenon from 
above the ice. And on gloomy days, it was very black and white, even 
underwater. It was all incredibly mystical.

What kind of security did you have while diving?
A. v. B.  Normally, we dive with a line. This means somebody stands 
at the edge of the hole and holds a cord so that we can find our way back. 
But I couldn’t swim around the icebergs very well that way. The line 
could have gotten caught on something. So after a while I started diving 
without a line. This was only possible because I stayed within the realm 
of my capabilities and limited each dive to one minute, even though I’m 
actually able to stay underwater for up to three minutes with one breath. 
But it’s easy to get lost down there. The icebergs blocked my view, so 

“I entered  
this extraordinary 
world of light  
and shadow”

Anna von Boetticher
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once or twice I wanted to come up and realised that I couldn’t see the hole 
anymore and didn’t know how to get back to it.

Do you panic in moments like that?
A. v. B.  No, that could be deadly. I stay calm and logically think 
through methods for finding the hole again. For example, I might dive 
down as deep as possible and reorient myself.

How did you handle the cold?
A. v. B.  You need to know: Divers who use oxygen tanks wear a dry 
suit. They can wear thermal underwear and thick socks underneath. But 
as a free diver, I can’t do that because it limits my range of movement. So I 
had to wear a neoprene suit. I kept it on between each dive and dried my-
self off with a microfibre towel every time I came out of the water. Then 
I layered myself in a down vest, a down jacket and a hardshell. On very 
cold days, I wore another down jacket designed for mountaineering over 
the top. As soon as I was back at the surface, my gloves and socks froze, 
so I was constantly pouring warm water onto my hands and feet from a 
thermos. I developed a pretty refined choreography between each dive, 
because it was important not to stand in the icy wind in the neoprene 
suit for too long.

Did you have a chance to explore Greenland above the water as well?
A. v. B.  Yes, definitely. Once, we had to wait on shore for the truck 
to take us back to our accommodations. I was unbelievably cold—I was 
jumping up and down to stay warm. A Greenlander saw me and invited 
me into his warm house for a coffee. This was my general experience of 
the people there: they were really very friendly. 

What were you looking for and what did you ultimately find in Greenland?
A. v. B.  I was going through a very difficult time before I left for 
Greenland: My mother died while I was in the process of publishing my 
book, so I was looking for a place that offered no distractions whatsoever. 
I had a very intense desire for wilderness, cold and nature. The best thing 
about challenging places is that your mind is completely calm. You don’t 
need to worry about what awaits you at home for the rest of the year. 
When I dive under the ice, I am simply in the moment. That is the ulti-
mate, perfect silence. The silence of the mind. It’s very healing. In these 
moments, there is suddenly space for thoughts and perceptions that are 
usually pushed out. I knew that it would be good for me. It wasn’t the 
diving, but the location. I had slept badly for months, but in Greenland I 
experienced deep, dreamless sleep. Because I was at peace—with myself 
as well. Of course, I was also very sad, but that was exactly what I needed 
at that moment. 

What lasting impact did this journey have on you?
A. v. B.  It made me even stronger and intensified my yearning for 
the Arctic. I’m travelling to Lake Baikal in Siberia next in order to dive in 
the world’s deepest lake. 

TOP LEFT: Anna von Boetticher shortly 
before diving into the underwater 
world of Greenland. TOP RIGHT:  
The portable “heating” system
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Jacket  NS 31.48 J67 col. 900

My 
Style

Tunic  NS 54.01 W89 col. 110

Jeans  NA 82.08 D04 col. 353 Espadrilles  NB SI.02 W09 col. 900 Satchel bag  NB T6.09 W03 col. 900

“I like clear lines. This is 
reflected in my clothing style: 
simple cuts and muted colours, 
true to the maxim: Less is more”

Anna von Boetticher
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Shimmering light and soft colours. Sand as far as the eye can see.  
It’s hot in the Namibian desert—more than 40 degrees in the shade. 
This is the place for something light, something that floats playfully in 
the wind—the wind that blows in from the southwest and is the reason 
that it hardly ever rains in this arid region

COLLECTION  Marc Cain Collections

Dress  NC 21.40 W63 col. 552 Pants  NC 81.38 W63 col. 552

Wedges  NB SQ.05 L34 col. 900
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THIS PAGE: Coat  NC 11.09 M42 col. 624 Dress  NC 21.60 W62 col. 624 

Wedges  NB SQ.05 L33 col. 636 RIGHT-HAND PAGE: Jumpsuit  NC 29.03 W47 col. 624 

Shoulder bag  NB TI.17 L28 col. 110 Sandals  NB SG.26 L39 col. 638
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Waistcoat  NC 37.04 W59 col. 624 Pants  NC 81.42 W59 col. 624

Wedges  NB SQ.05 L33 col. 636
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THIS PAGE: Dress  NC 21.39 W47 col. 110 Sandals  NB SG.07 L37 col. 622 Bucket bag  NB T8.01 W07 col. 100 

LEFT-HAND PAGE: Coat  NC 11.05 W69 col. 110 Top  NC 61.08 W39 col. 110 Shorts  NC 83.02 W60 col. 110 
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THIS PAGE: Dress  NC 21.42 W49 col. 279 Wedges  NB SQ.07 L25 col. 364 Shoulder bag  NB TI.16 L25 col. 364

RIGHT-HAND PAGE: Blouse  NC 51.24 W43 col. 568 Skirt  NC 71.41 J23 col. 395 Sandals  NB SG.05 L25 col. 364
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A place where sun and wind define the landscape: The former diamond 
mine of Kolmanskop lies in the middle of the Namib, one of the oldest deserts 
in the world. During the Marc Cain Collections photoshoot, abandoned 
houses provided both a stage and welcome shade from the sun

TEXT  Viktoria Beidinger

Traces of 

the past
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CLOCKWISE  Dunes gradually reclaim the 
land on which the town was once built; a weathered 
sign welcomes visitors, a relic of the once bustling 
diamond town, while picturesque houses reveal the 
beauty of decay

Today, Kolmanskop is a magnet for tourists and a must-see 
stop on every journey across Namibia
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I
t was once the richest town in Africa. 
In the middle of the Namibian des-
ert, in a hostile environment where 
sandstorms frequently tear across 
the landscape and heat bears down 
unrelentingly, Kolmanskop was set-

tled by complete accident: In the process 
of laying a railroad in the former colony 
of German South-West Africa in the early 
20th  century, construction workers discov-
ered glittering stones in the sand. Diamond 
fever took hold and transformed the barren 
location into a mining town replete with all 
of life’s luxuries: electricity, drinking water 
and food were delivered from the capital 
1,000 kilometres away, the building mater-
ials imported from Germany. In addition  
to administrative buildings, Wilhelmine 
villas and a primary school, leisure facilities 
including a gym, swimming pool, bowling 
alley and casino took shape throughout the 
town. However, the oasis at Kolmanskop 
was short-lived. The diamond mine was 
soon exhausted and in the 1930s, the resi-
dents ultimately abandoned their homes 
in search for work in other regions of the 
country. For decades, the town faded out of 
memory—until the mysterious charm of the 
town was discovered by the tourism indus-
try in the 1990s. Buildings were restored 
and houses were refurnished in the original 
style. A museum opened. People returned 
to a place where nature so clearly reigned. 
Today, you can take a guided tour in the 
footsteps of the diamond hunters and travel 
back in time through this mystical setting, 
where buildings are slowly sinking back 
into the desert floor. 
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They pack well: Textiles like this chunky knit, light silk crêpe or soft terry 

jacquard slip in and out of your suitcase like a dream. 
 Introducing our best-of crease-resistant materials

PRODUCTION  Judith Gerstbrein PHOTOGRAPHY  Jana Clevé

Smart
⁄

Check-in
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Sweater  NC 41.49 M42 col. 110
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THIS PAGE: Sneakers  NB SH.17 J17 col. 333 

LEFT-HAND PAGE: Blouse  NS 51.20 W93 col. 100
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THIS PAGE: Blazer  NC 34.23 M41 col. 110 Hobo bag  NB TK.01 W04 col. 100  

RIGHT-HAND PAGE: Top  NA 61.04 W18 col. 142
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THIS PAGE: Jacket  NS 31.45 J53 col. 110 

LEFT-HAND PAGE: Coat  NC 11.05 W69 col 110
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They do exist: must-see cities off the beaten track. If you 
want sightseeing with no queues, authentic 
 cuisine and a real connection to the local culture 
and people, then consider destinations like Bari 
and Aarhus

TEXT  Harald Braun
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DRAMATIC LABYRINTH  Before embarking on your trip, read Carofiglio’s 
novel, “A Night in Bari.” See for yourself: In the southern Italian town where 
chaos reigned only 30 years ago, you can find a place that embodies the best 
of Italian lifestyle today, with its picturesque old town and laid-back beaches. 
Even Google Maps is defeated by the winding alleys full of trattorias and small 
bars in the old town of Bari Vecchia. But take a walk on the old city walls—the 
Muraglia—and you will soon find your way, as you take in views of the harbour 

and stately buildings on the Lungomare. In seaside towns, a visit to the beach is a 
must: Connoisseurs favour the Torre Quetta gravel beach on the edge of the city. 
But the sandy beach Pane e Pomodore is also well worth the visit, and its name 
alone will make your stomach growl. Head to Bari’s most renowned restaurant, 
La Locando di Federico, to satisfy those hunger pangs. Be sure to try the local 
speciality, orecchiette, a pasta whose name perfectly describes its shape: order  
a bowlful of “little ears.”

Bari
Must-see cities
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PLEASURES GALORE  On St. Michael’s bridge, you can get the  
definitive Instagram shot: St. Nicholas church, the Belfry, St. Bavo cathedral 
and the idyllic quays of Graslei and Korenlei, all in one photo. Gor-geous. 
You might ask yourself why neighbouring Bruges is considered the must-see 
city, when Ghent has everything that Bruges has. And not to mention: The 
chefs! The restaurants! The food! Delightful. And we’re not just talking about 
the  absurdly delicious waffles. In many of the hidden alleys between Leie and 

Scheldt, you can find sustainable organic restaurants—in fact, Ghent is the  
veggie capital of Flanders. Between meals, you can occupy yourself with 
medieval treasures, such as the impressive Burg Gravensteen or the Ghent 
Altarpiece of the brothers Van Eyck (built in 1432). But then back to the dining 
table in a city where the stove never goes cold! Soooo good!

Ghent
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LEAGUES AHEAD  First and foremost: Aarhus is one of the most under-
rated and incredible cities of Europe. In this Jutland city of around 300,000 in-
habitants, part of the enormous harbour has been transformed into an urban 
living space: Stunning designer apartment blocks, the avant-garde seawater 
swimming pool, Havnebadet, and the lively meeting place and multimedia 
centre, Dokk1. Of course, you can also find classic examples of Danish hygge, 
like the cobblestone alley of Mollestien, or the grandiose Aboulevarden with 

countless street cafés by the canal. But what really makes Aarhus special is its 
utmost modernity. As can be seen, for example, in the Aros contemporary art 
museum, where you shouldn’t miss the spectacular 150-metre walkway, made 
of rainbow-coloured glass by the artist Olafur Eliasson. Concept stores like Rain 
are everywhere—and even the open-air museum, Den Gamle By, excites the 
well-travelled, as it includes reproductions of entire streets from the fifties to the 
present day with authentic museum pieces.

Aarhus

Must-see cities
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LEGENDARY  When they hear the name Liverpool, most people think of 
the Beatles. Perhaps also the football coach, Jürgen Klopp. That’s it. Which is a 
shame, because the city in northwest England has even more legends to offer: 
Albert Dock on the River Mersey, a former trading hub for tobacco and rum,  
now the home of museums, galleries and restaurants. The Anglican Liverpool Ca-
thedral, with an area the size of 1,500 Mini Coopers. Liverpool One, one of the 
biggest shopping centres in Britain. The “British Music Experience,” a permanent 

exhibition about the significance of British pop music, where visitors can sing a 
duet with a holographic Boy George. Bold Street, with a huge selection of English 
and international restaurants and pubs. And last but not least: the warm-hearted,  
hospitable people of Liverpool, with their unbeatable sense of humour and 
 undying love for their city. And, of course, the Beatles and Jürgen Klopp.

Liverpool
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OLD AND NEW  Krakow is clearly Warsaw’s cooler little sister.  
The old town, which was largely spared during the war and stands beautifully 
preserved around Europe’s biggest medieval marketplace, Rynek Glowny,  
is populated by more than 100,000 local students of the famous Jagiellonian 
University, who exude urban joie de vivre. In the Jewish quarter and popular 
drinking and dining destination of Kazimierz, you get the impression that all 
of Krakow is an open-air museum in which a hipster festival is currently taking 

place: UNESCO world heritage site, yes, but also large-scale, colourful street 
art. Along with a whole host of cellar bars, original shops and restaurants. 
Don’t miss: Schindler’s factory (shooting location of the Spielberg film) and  
the Wawel hill with its imposing castle, the Royal Castle. And, of course, the 
laid-back Przestrzenie forum. Once a brutalist luxury hotel, now a meeting  
point for all kinds of cultural pursuits—including a hang-out area by the  
River Vistula.

Krakow

Must-see cities
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... which city’s airport has a sauna? Helsinki Which 
 alphabet only has twelve letters? The Hawaiian alphabet Where 
you need a prescription in order to buy chewing 
gum from the pharmacy? Singapore Which street is the 
brightest spot on Earth when seen from space?  
The Las Vegas Strip Where Internet access is a civil right? Estonia 

Which coral reef has its own mailbox? The Great Barrier Reef 

Which national anthem has 158 stanzas? The Greek national 

anthem What the longest place name in the world is? 
Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch (Wales) In which country you 
can be fined 17 euros for being pulled over in a 
dusty car? Oman

DO YOU KNOW...
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NEXT IssuE

What is success? Landing a career?  
Professional satisfaction?  

We meet extraordinary women and  
tell inspiring stories about outstanding  

achievements. Marc Cain—the  
business woman: from May 2020

Pre-order the next edition here:

www.marc-cain.com/en/customer-magazine
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